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helping	cancer	survivors	moving	forward	 &	living	well
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WHY?
• Personal	experience
• Lack	of	‘holistic	support’	in	current	system
• Rising	numbers	of	cancer	diagnosis	AND	of					
cancer	survivors
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• Life Coaching Feasibility Study in 2012 
• Individual Coaching & Workshops
• A Social Enterprise

WHAT is LYLAC?
• A holistic support programme to help 

cancer survivors move forward and live well 
• Founded in 2008 by 2 life coaches, 

both cancer survivors

• Working in partnership
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Feasibility	Study	
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Conclusions: 
• A demand for life coaching exists amongst cancer survivors
• The intervention shows promise with regard to helping people 

regain confidence following cancer
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A typical cancer journey….

www.lylac.net
Source: Netherlands Cancer Institute, Amsterdam



HOW	does	it	work?
• Starting	point:	the	bigger	picture	(holistic)
• Connect	and	share	with	others	(peer-support)
• Giving	time	and	permission	to	learn	from	cancer	
experience

• Acknowledge	emotions	and	how	to	manage
• Becoming	aware	of	own	attitudes	&	beliefs
• Explore	personal	needs,	values,	saboteur	and	
motivation	to	best	support	oneself

• Moving	forward	by	setting	goals	+	action	planning
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Holistic 
Approach
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Outcomes

• Feeling	more	in	control
• Feeling	more	positive	about	future
• Increased	self-management	&	resilience
• Feeling	more	balanced
• Increase	of	confidence
• Practical	tools	and	‘skills	for	life’	to	support	
oneself
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Summary	LYLAC	programme
• Holistic
• Inclusive
• Inspiring	&	Empowering
• Practical,	Simple	&	Uplifting
• Effective	(long-lasting)
• Local	&	Flexible	
• Economical	(groups	+	reducing	burden	on	
healthcare)
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Feedback
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“I can now better deal with 
negative beliefs & anxiety.”

“I have achieved an awful lot 
by now thinking in a complete different way.”

“It’s normal the way I feel.”
”Motivation: I now know how 
this works best for me.”

”I learned how to
support myself.”

”I learned so much
from others.”

”Learning that it was me stopping myself
has been an eye-opener!”

“I can now focus on my future again 
after a long time feeling in limbo.”

“My first step forward: being less
hard on myself!”

“I start asking for help.”
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LYLAC: 
“inspires + empowers + equips 

cancer survivors
to support themselves

in moving forward & living well”
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Originally Dutch, Isabel lives and works as a life 
coach in Winchester.
With a background as an engineer in Cartography, 
she’s been working for 20 years in both commercial 
and non-profit (IT) industry in a diversity of roles. 
In 2003 she was diagnosed with and treated for 
breast cancer, a major wake-up call and turning 
point in her life. This is when she discovered the 
power of coaching that helped her to re-assess life 
and to find a new life-balance. 
Subsequently, Isabel trained as a life coach in 2006 
at the Coaches Training Institute and setup her 
coaching practice.
In 2008 she co-founded LYLAC: Live Your Life After 
Cancer, together with Dr Jo Lee. Through individual 
coaching and workshops she inspires, empowers 
and equips people to move forward from their 
cancer experience. 
“She used to map the world, she now helps people 
to map their lives forward.”

Dr Jo Lee was a GP partner and was training in 
gestalt psychotherapy before being diagnosed 
with breast cancer and all that followed. She 
was inspired by her own coaching experience 
and how unexpectedly life-changing this was 
and went on to train as a life coach. She was 
lucky enough to meet Isabel who has a similar 
passion and a different story.  Together they set 
up LYLAC: Live Your Life After Cancer for 
people who are struggling to find a way forward 
after cancer. LYLAC provides individual 
coaching and group workshops for men and 
women with any cancer diagnosis. Jo loves this 
work; that every group is different, and each 
individual unique, and to see people soften to 
their own experience and leave feeling 
empowered and ready to find their own ‘right’ 
way forward.
Jo is also a Psychosexual Doctor in the NHS 
and is training as a mindfulness teacher. 

Meet	the	Co-founders


